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REMARKS

Upon eatty of this Amendment, claims 1, 33, 34, 36-41, and 43-61 remain in the

Application.

The Of&ce Action ofJanuary 28, 2004, has been received and carefully considered.

In response thereto, thi^ Amendment is submitted. It ifi submitted that, by this Amendment, all

bases ofrqection and objection are traversed and overcome. Reconsideration is, therefore,

respectfully respected.

At the outset, the Applicants wish to thank Examiner James Hook for the

courtesies extended dxuing the telephone interview April 14, 2004. During this interview, tbe

cited references were discussed and proposed claims were reviewed. No agreement was reached,

however, the Applicants' attomey indicated that claims sudi as those discussed would be

presented with detailed arguments in a suitable amendatory response.

Claims 1, 33, 34, 36-41 and 43-61 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as

being unpatentable over lorio (U.S. Patent No. 5,520,233) in view ofKitamiura (U.S. Patent No.

4,701,354). The Examiner contends that the lorio reference discloses the recited multilayer tube

comprising a metal tube, a zinc layer bonded to the metal tube, a surface treatment layer of

chromate or phosphate, and a layer 58 that can be placed and considered the first polymeric layer

and can be formed of a nylon material together with a second polymeric layer and additional

layers if desired. The Examiner indicates that the lorio reference discloses all ofthe recited

structure with the ejcception ofincluding phenols^, specifically carbolic add, in the primer layer

where the phenol is capable ofbeing sprayed. The Kitamura reference is dted as disclosing the

redted plastic coating compositionused to coat metal plates that can be foxxxxed into tube shapes

comprising Sl zinc coating on a metal plate, a treating layer using phosphoric or chromate add, a

primer layer containing phenols. The primer layer is considered to be sprayable and provides a

layer that adheres well to the metal layers and layers ofpolyaixudes to allow for better connection

between the two. The Examiner concludes that it would have been obvious to one skilled in the

art to provide a primer layer in the lorio reference that indudes sprayable phenols such as carbolic
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add to give the piimer layer better adhesion properties for connecting polyamide layers to treated

metal layers as suggested by Kitamura.

Claim 1 stands rqected imder 35 U.S.C, § 103(a) as being xmpatentable over lorio

in view ofKitamura. The Applicants' invention as set forth in claim 1 is a multilayer tube

con5)osed ofa metal tube having an outer surfkce. A zinc layer is bonded to the outer surface of

the metal tube and a surface treatment layer is bonded to a zinc layer. The multilayer tube as set

forth in claim 1 also includes a phenolic coating capable ofspray application. The phenolic

coating contains phenols having at least one substituted group (R) whereinR consists ofH and

OK Support for phenols of this structure is found in the specification at page 22. It is

respectfully submitted that carbolic add or phenols are known to have the general formxila as set

forth below: r*

H

It is respectfiilly submitted that the skilled artisan, when discussing carbolic acid, would appreciate

that the material is a phenol ofthis structure. Purth^ support for this assertion is found in

secondary sources such as those attached as AppendixA and Appendix B.

The lorio reference lacks any teaching to suggest a primer layer such as that set

forth in claim 1 . It is respectfully submitted that the Kitamura reference is directed to a thin

coating layer having a thickness ofthe order ofangstronxs utiliziug a hydroxymethyl substituted

phenol applied to the sui&ce ofthe metal material using a vapor deposition method. It is

respectfully submitted that the Kitamura reference lacks any teaching of spray application. The

Examiner's attention is directed to Kitamura *345 at cohimn 1, lines 10-23 where it states that it is

important that the sur&ce treatizig agent used in the present invention should have both the

hydroxymethyl group and the phenolic hydroxyl group as substituents on the nucleus ofthe
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molecule. It is respectfully submitted that the material utili2ed in the present invention is a phenol

that lacks the hydroxyniethyl group required in Kitamura. Additionally, it is submitted that the

Kitaidiira '3 54 reference teaches that phenols such as those employed in the present invention:

For example, when the metal surfece is treated with a vapor of a

compound having only a phenolic hydro^cyl group, such as p-cresol

or phenol, the initial bonding strength ofthe obtained bonded

structure is considerably low, and only when a surface-treating

agent having not only a phenolic ix^droxyl group but also a

hydro7(ymethyl group is used, high bonding strength and a high

bonding strength retention after the lapse oftime can be obtained.

The Kitamura *354 reference also teaches that the bonded thin layer 18 containing the

hydroxymethyl substituted phenol is much thinner than a conventional primer coating layer and

has a tbickxiess of 1 to 100 angstroms. (See cohimn 10^ lines S-11.)

In the Applicants' invention as set forth in daim 1, the phenolic coating is one

capable of spray application. In contrast, the hydroxymethyl substituted phenol disclosed in

Kitamura *354 is applied by exposure to a hot air containing a vapour of hydroxymethyl

substituted phenol in a suitable treatment fiimace to e(Sect vapoiu* treatment (see column 6, lines

49-53), Furthermore, the Kitamura reference teaches that it is undesirable to spray coat or spray

apply the hydroxymethyl substituted phenol onto the surfece. "When a hydroxymethyl group

containing phenol is spray-coated to the chromium-containing coating layer and is then subjected

to a high-temperature treatment, even ifa resin layer is formed on this treatment layer by hot

melting, no strong bonding can be obtained. Only when a hydroxymethyl group containing phenol

is applied in gaseous phase to the chromhim-containing layer . .[can] a strong durable bonding be

formed. . (column 7, lines 38-50). For these reasons, it is submitted the Kitamura reference

does not teach or suggest the primer materials employed in the present invention. It is also

submitted that the Kitamura reference fails to teach or suggest that the primer layer is obtained by

using a thickness obtainable by spray application. For theses reasons, it is submitted that the

invention a5 set forth in daim 1 is not taught, anticipated or rendered obvious by the cited

references.
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Claims 33, 34, 36-41 and 43-49 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being

rendered obvious by the lorio refcxeoce taken in vierw ofKitanwra. It is submitted that daims 33,

34, 3S41 and 43-49 depend from independent daim 1 to contain all ofthe limitations found

therein. By this dependency it is submitted that the applicants' invention as set forth in claims 33,

34, 36-41 and 43-49 is not taught, anticipated, or rendered obvious by the dted references for the

reasons discussed previously in conjunction with claim 1

.

Claim 50 also stands rejected under 35 U.S.C, § 103(a) as being rendered obvious

by lorio in view ofKitamura. The Applicants' invention as set forth in daim 50 is directed to a

multilayer tube comprising a metal tube having an outer surface, a zinc layer bonded to the outer

surface of the metal tube, a sur&ce treatmeaxt bonded to the zinc layer, and a primer layer

comprising one or more plienols in which the primer layer is present in a thickness obtained by

spray coating. Support for daim 50 as amended is foimd in the specification at page 19, lines 35-

36. The multilayer tube further includes first and second polymeric layers overlying the primer

layer.

As indicated previously in conjunt^on with claim 1, it is respectfully submitted that

the Kitamura reference lacks any teadiiiig or suggestion that would direct the sldlled artisan to

using a priming layer comprising one or more phenols present in a thickness obtained by spray

coating. Fur this reason and for the reasons discussed previously in conjunction with claim it is

submitted that the applicants' invention as set forth in claim 50 is not taught, anticipated, or

rendered obvious by the cited references.

Claims 51-61 stand rqected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being rendered obvious

by the lorio reference taken in view ofBCitamura. It is submitted that claims 51-61 depend Srom

independent claim 50 to contain all ofthe limitations foxmd therein. By this dependency it is

submitted that the applicants' invention as set fortb in claims 5 1-61 is not taught, antidpated, or

rendered obvious by the dted references for the reasons discussed previously in conjunction with

dAiiYi 50,
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dairns 1, 34, 40, 41, and 44-50 currentty stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a)

as being unpatentable over Kitamura *3S4 in view oflorio. The Examiner indicates that the

Kitamura reference discloses all ofthe recited structure with the exception ofproviding a plurality

ofpolymeric layers to the treated metal plate fonned into a pipe shape. The Examiner dtes the

lorio reference as disclosing all ofthe structure set forth ia Kitamura and states that it would have

been obviou$ to one skilled in the art to modify the pipe in Kitamura by providing a plurality of

polymeric layers to the outside of the treated metal pipe such as would provide fiarther protection

against corrosion, as suggested by lorio.

As mdicated previously, it is submitted that the Kitamura '354 refM^enceMs to

teach or suggest the phenolic materials set forth in claim 1 . Furtheimore, it is submitted that the

Applicants' mvention as set forth in claim 50 is directed to a multilayer tube having a prhner layer

comprising one or more phenols in which the primer layer is present m a thickniess obtained by

spray coating. For these reasons, it is submitted that the Applicants' invention as set forth in

claims 1, 34, 40, 41, and 44-50 is not taught^ anticipated, or rendered obvious by the cited

references.

Claims 33, 36-39, 43, and 51-61 currently stand rejected imder 35 U.S.C. § 103(a)

as xmpatentable over Kitamura *354 as applied to claims 1, 34, 40, 41, and 44-50, and ia fijither

view ofKobayashi. The Examiner contends that patent to Kitamura as modified discloses all of

the recited structure with the exception of setting forth a specific type ofphenol to use in the

primer layer. The Examiner contends that the patent to Kobayashi disclose the recited coated

metal plate formed into a pipe shape oompri.sing a metal plate treated with zinc that can be

chromate add treated and further provided with a phenol layer that can be formed from specific

phenols such as carbolic acid to fi;ixtber enhance the adhesion ofpolyamide cozmectiiig lay^s to

form the pipe shape. The Examiner condudes that it would have been obvious to one sldlled in

the art to modify the phenols disclosed in Kitamura so as to employ carbolic add as carbolic add

is an old and well-known phenol used to enhance adhesion ofa polyamide layer to the treated

plate to form a pipe shape as suggested by Kobayashi.
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It is req)ectfiiUy submitted that the Kobayashi referenceMs to teach or suggest

the use of simple phenols as set forth in the present invention. Rather the Kobayashi reference is

directed to a bonded can having high hot water resistance. The can consists ofa metal material

having confronting side edges bonded together by a linear polyamide adhesive throu^ an epaxy-

phenolic resin undercoating composition. The epo^-phenolic resin imdercoating composition is

composed ofepoxy resins and a resol-type phenol aldehyde resin obtained by reacting a mixed

phenol comprising a dil^rdric phenol. It is respectfully submitted that the Kobayashi reference

teaches the use ofan adhesive that includes a resol-type phenol-aldehyde resm. While various

monohydiic and diehydric phenols can be used to prepare the phenol-aldehyde resin, it is

respectfully submitted that the Kobayashi reference fails to teach or suggest the use of a phenol

material such as carbolic acid as a primer material For these reasons, it is submitted that the

Applicants* invention as set forth in claims 33, 36-39, 43, and 5 1-61 is not taught, anticipated, or

rendered obvious by the dted references.

In summary, claims 1 and 50 have been am^ded. Arguments and discussion have

been presented as to why the applicants' invention as set forth in claims 1, 33, 34, 36-41, and 43-

61 is not taught, anticipated, or rendered obvious by the various dted refiarences. In view of this

action, it is submitted that the Applicants* inv^ation as set forth in claims 1, 33, 34, 36^1, and

43-61 is in a condition suitable for allowance. Notice ofallowance is, therefore, respectfully

requested.

Reg. No, 31831

YOUNG & BASILE, P,C.

3001 West Big Beaver Rd., Suite 624

Troy, Michigan 48084-3 1 07

Dated; /UrU 7lO^
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